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In [9], V.Ptak discusses open mapping properties of locally convex spaces
and shows that the class of J3-complete spaces has an essential role. Such
spaces, which we shall call "fully complete" according to [3], seem to share
with some kind of mapping properties of Banach spaces. The purpose of
the present note is to describe in §1 a few results concerning the range theorems
of closed operators in fully complete spaces and in §2 some properties of fully
complete spaces. Henceforth, we shall consider locally convex linear topological
spaces over the real or complex field and the terminology will refer to [2].

1. Range theorems in locally convex spaces. The following is a con-
sequence of the open mapping theorem ([9]: 4. 7).

THEOREM 1. I. Let E be a fully complete space and F a locally con-
vex space. If u is a closed linear operator with domain EQ in E and range
in F and if u is almost open, then u(E0) is a closed linear sub space of F.

PROOF, u is open by virtue of the open mapping theorem, and E/u~l(Q)
is fully complete in the quotient topology. Moreover, since u~l(ϋ) is a subspace
of E0, the quotient topology of E0 by u~l(ϋ) is identical with the topology
induced by E/u'KO). Now, let v be the induced mapping of u, then u = v φQ

where φ0 denotes the restriction on E0 of the canonical mapping of E onto
E/u~l(Q) and v is one-to-one and open. To prove that v is a closed operator,
supposet tha \XΛ \CL € A\ is a net in EQ/u~l(fy which is convergent to i0 in
E/u~l(Q), and that V(XΛ) converges to y0 in F. Then there exists a net
\xa \ct€A\ in E0 and XQ in E such that XΛ € XΛ for all a € A, x0 € ά0 and
\xa\ converges to XQ. Therefore we have z;(iα) = u(xa)-+yQ, and hence XQ € E0

and y0 = U(XQ\ i. e. xa € Eo/u'^O) and y0 = V(XQ).
In the following, we assume that u is one-to-one and \ya\oL€iA} is a net

in u(Eo) such that yΛ-+yo in F. Then \xa \a € A] where xa = u~\ya) is a
Cauchy net in E0, and hence converges to a point x§ in E. Since u is a
closed operator, x0 € E0 and y0 = u(x0). The proof is completed.

REMARK. Every homoraorphic image of a fully complete space is fully


